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Permissionless Photo-picker

a browsable 
searchable UI interface 

date from newest to oldest. 

The photo picker provides - 

that presents the user with their media library, sorted by 

This tool provides a safe, built-in way for users to select images and videos
without needing to grant your app access to their entire media library.



Approve READ/WRITE storage permission just to access the images/videos from
your app.
You need to add boiler-plate code to handle those permissions on all the
screens of your android app.
What if the user chooses "Never Ask Again" when requesting storage
permission?
Users will see a system's UI gallery picker that feels like it isn't well integrated
with App's UX and is not user-friendly.

Before Android 13,
PAIN POINTS 😩 



NO more READ/WRITE storage permission to access the images/videos from
your app.
NO boiler-plate code to handle those permissions on all your Android app
screens.
GOOD LOOKING Photo Picker and more User friendly.
Easy-Peasy integration with more customizations, such as

See only photos
See only videos 
Set a maximum number of items to select.

From Android 13,
PAIN KILLERS 💊 





Easy-Peasy
Photo-Picker
Integration
😍 



TO PICK SINGLE IMAGE/VIDEO



TO PICK MULTIPLE IMAGE/VIDEO



TO CHECK IF PHOTO-PICKER IS AVAILABLE.



Figma to Jetpack Compose by Relay

Relay provides instant handoff of Android UI components between
designers and developers.
Designers use the Relay for Figma plugin to annotate and package UI
components for developer use, including information about layout, styling,
dynamic content, and interaction behavior.
Developers use the Relay for Android Studio plugin to import UI Packages
and generate pixel-perfect Jetpack Compose code. This process provides
instant layout and styling implementation and speeds up the process of
binding data.

What and Why Relay?



Key Points :) 

 Relay for Figma Plugin
 Relay for Android Studio Plugin
 Relay Gradle Plugin

The relay consists of three parts, each of which must be installed separately:

Note: Use the latest version of the Relay Gradle plugin to get access to all the
latest features.



Install the Relay for Figma plugin



Install the Relay for Android Studio plugin



Setup Figma Access 

The relay requires a Figma personal access token to download your Figma designs
and convert them to code. If you don’t already have one:
Open Figma and log into Figma.
Go to the file browser.
Click your account icon and select Settings.



Setup Figma Access 

Scroll down to the Personal access tokens section.
Enter a token description, for example, “Relay” and type Return. A token is generated.
Click Copy this token



Setup Figma Access 

In Android Studio, from the main menu, select Tools > Relay Settings
If you have previously set up a Figma access token on macOS, you may see the
following dialog. This dialog lets you know Android Studio uses your existing Figma
access token.
 Enter your password, and click Always Allow..
Paste your Figma access token into the Figma Access Token input. (If this is not
your first time setting up a Figma access token, you may see an Existing Figma
Access Token input.)





Quick overview on how to work with Figma
and Android Studio  

Design a UI component in Figma.
Create a UI Package using the Figma plugin.
Save a named version of the design.
Share the Figma URL with the developers.

Using the Figma URL, import the UI Package into a project.
Generate Jetpack Compose code by building the project.
Add a reference to the generated composable in the project’s UI code.
Run the project.

In Figma:

In Android Studio:



Jetpack Compose

Developoment Host Device 

Compose UI Material

Tech Stack

Compose UI Foundation

Compose UI Core 

Compose Runtime 

Android Studio 

Compose Compiler Plugin 

Kotlin Complier 



Composable Methods 

@Composable

fun BookLabel( ) { 

} All Composable functions must
have this annotation; this
annotation informs the Compose
compiler that this function is
intended to convert data into UI

@Composable

fun BookLabel(book:   Book ) { 

} 



@Composable

} 
Text("${book.quanity}+ ${book.name}")

@Composable

fun BookLabel( book :   Book ) { 

} 

Text( "${book.quanity}  +  ${book.name}" )

if ( book.quantity > 0 ) { 

} 

fun BookLabel( book :   Book ) { 



@Composable
fun ChangeBookName( ) { 

} 

Text (

Coloum ( modifier = Modifier.padding (16.dp))  {

 text = " Book Name : ,  $name " , 
modifier   = Modifier.padding (bottom = 16.dp)  , 

 style  =   MaterialTheme.typography.h5
) 

} 

OutLinedTextField (
 value = name , 
onValueChange   = {   name  = it }, 
 label  = {  Text (" Book Name") } 

) 

var   name   by   remember {   mutableStateof( "  " )   }

Jetpack Compose State 



@Composable
funBookScreen( )  { 

} 

var   book  by   rememberSaveable {   mutableStateof( "  " )   }
ChangeBookName( name = name, onNameChange = {  name = it  } )



Quick Demo 



Compose Layout Basics

@Composable

fun BookNames( ) { 

} 

Text("Introduction to Kotlin")
Text("Performance in Android ")



@Composable

fun BookNames( ) { 

} 

Text("Introduction to Kotlin")
Text("Performance in Android ")

Column {
 

} 







Jetpack Compose Animation 

Jetpack Compose provides
powerful and extensible APIs
that make it easy to
implement various
animations in your app's UI. 

Animation Reimagined Compose Animation APIs

Declarative and interruptible
Easy to use
Tooling support



The diagram below helps you decide what API to use to implement your animation.



animatedColorAsState() Animation API



Animate multiple values at the same time



AnimatedVisibility & AnimatedContent

AnimatedVisibility AnimatedContent

Enter and exit if its child Transaction
between
content
changes.



Detekt Library
We are not perfect, right? Somewhere we make mistakes and get silly comments
on our PR, like removing commented code, unwanted line space, code not
properly formatted, or something like this, especially since we are working with
big companies. So Detekt will come up with all these solutions.
When it comes to the code analysis tool, in Java, there are plenty of tools like
pmd, findbugs, checkstyle, SonarQube. But when it comes to Kotlin, we have
only a few proper options, like Detekt and Klint.

With Klint, the rules can't be modified, and the Gradle plugins are not easy to
integrate.

Detekt is a Kotlin-specific linting tool that allows us to enforce codebase
documentation and formatting standards and trace bugs before they do any
harm.



How to add Detekt Library in your project? 

We need to add it to the top-level build.gradle under the all projects section so it
is applied to all of our modules & we also add the Detekt plugin under the
plugins section, as shown in the below code snippet. 



Setup a config

Detekt is highly configurable to meet your requirements. To generate a configuration
file with various rules, we need to run the below command:

./gradlew detektGenerateConfig

Open the newly generated file in <project-root>/config/detekt/detekt.yml to start
playing with various configuration options. This file contains various options, and we
can enable or disable them based on our requirements.



Running detekt Terminal Command

Now that you have the detekt plugin set up, run the following command on your
terminal:

For example, if we run the detekt on the this DetektSample class,
we will get the below error and the build will fail. The error is self-
explanatory, the threshold for LongParameterList is defined as 6
but in the implementation, we have 10 parameters which is
violating the rule.



Concat Adapter

 Keep our layouts simple, this is with fewer lines of XML, therefore, readable and
easier to maintain.
Each adapter has a single responsibility and can be reusable.
Adapt to changes: adding new features and applying changes to the screen will be
easier.

Concat Adapter is a class that was introduced in recycler view dependency
(recyclerview:1.2.0- alpha02 ) 
Concat Adapter provides the ability to handle multiple adapters with a single recycler
view. 
Benefits of Concat Adapter:





Want to join itAgenturen or have any questions? 

Android Engineer IOS Engineer

info@itagenturen.com


